Abstract-The K × 2 multiple input multiple output (MIMO) X-channel with constant channel coefficients available at all transmitters and receivers is considered. A new alignment scheme, named layered interference alignment, is proposed in which both vector and real interference alignment techniques are exploited together with joint processing at receiver sides. Data streams, having fractional multiplexing gains, in the desired directions are sent by transmitters to align the interfering signals at receivers efficiently. To decode the intended messages at receivers, a new number theoretic joint processing technique which exploits the availability of several received antennas, is proposed. This processing is backed up by a recent result in the field of Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation, which is introduced in this paper for the firs time. It is shown that incorporating the layered interference alignment is essential to characterize the total DOF of 2km k+1 , in the k × 2 m-antenna Xchannel.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
HARING the available wireless medium for higher data transmission has made interference management, one of the biggest challenges in wireless networks. Spectrum sharing is known as a key solution to time/frequency allocation among users. However in dense networks achieving the optimum throughput of the system, is not obtained by only orthogonal schemes, making interference management inevitable. Extensive efforts have been put by information theorists to characterize the ultimate obstruction that interference impose on the capacity of wireless networks. In order to reduce the sever effect of interference for the K > 2 users interference channel, the use of a new technique known as interference alignment is crucial.
Interference alignment was firstly introduced by MaddahAli et. al [1] in the context of MIMO X-channels, is a breakthrough technique that practically makes the interference less damaging in terms of merging the communication dimensions occupied by interfering signals.
Interference alignment in n-dimensional Euclidean spaces for n ≥ 2, known as vector interference alignment, is studied by several researchers, c.f. [1] - [4] . In this method, at each receiver a subspace is dedicated to interference, then the signaling is designed such that all the interfering signals are squeezed in the interference subspace. Using this method, Cadambe and Jafar showed that, contrary to the popular belief, a K-user Gaussian Interference Channel (GIC) with varying channel gains can achieve its total DOF, which is K 2 . The assumption of varying channel gains, particularly noting that all the gains should be known at the transmitters, is unrealistic, which limits the application of these important theoretical results in practice.
Recently, Motahari et. al settled the problem in general, by proposing a new type of interference alignment that can achieve K 2 DOF for almost all K-user real GIC with constant coefficients [5] , [6] . This result is obtained by introducing a new type of interference alignment known as real interference alignment. In this technique, tools from the field of Diophantine Approximation in Number theory [7] play a crucial role.
Extending the aforementioned results to the K user multiple input multiple output (MIMO) interference channel is straightforward when the number of transmit antennas is equal to the number of receive antennas. In fact, based on [3] , [6] , it is not hard to see that for a K user M × M , MIMO interference channel the total number of DOF is equal to KM 2 whether the channel is constant or time varying/frequency selective. However, extension to the general K-user M × N , MIMO interference channel is not straightforward. Ghasemi et. al partially settled the problem by proposing tighter upper and lower bounds for the MIMO constant channels [8] .
The MIMO X-channel behaves differently compared to the MIMO K user GIC. Although in the latter the total DOF is fully characterized for the equal number of antennas at all nodes, the corresponding problem in the former setup is still open. This is due to the fact that vector or real interference alignment techniques cannot provide necessary means to settle the problem individually. The aim of this paper is to introduce a new type of alignment technique, called layered interference alignment, in which real interference alignment is used in conjunction with vector alignment to obtain optimal signaling for the MIMO, K × 2 X-channel. Layered interference alignment not only enjoys the benefits of its both ancestor techniques, but also relies on a new Khintchine-Groshev type inequality which is introduced in this paper for the first time. This inequality enables the receiver to exploit the availability of multiple antennas at its side.
II. MAIN CONTRIBUTION AND DISCUSSION
A. Main Result
In this paper, the total DOF of the MIMO, K×2 X-channels is characterized, by introducing a new type of alignment which is called layered interference alignment. We prove the main theorem of this paper which is stated as follows:
Theorem 1: The total DOF of the M -antenna K × 2 Xchannel with real and time invariant channel coefficients is 2KM K+1 for almost all channel realizations.
B. Layered Interference Alignment
Time, frequency, and space are known as the basic dimensions for communication systems. In [1] - [4] , the freedom provided by these dimensions is utilized to align the interfering signals and provide interference-free links for intended signals. We will call this method vector interference alignment in this paper. Cadambe and Jafar [3] , [4] showed that the variation of the channel in time, if it is fast enough to be assumed independent, provides enough freedom to align the interference. However, such an assumption about the variation of wireless channels is not practically realistic. Beside that vector interference alignment falls short in achieving the total DOF of single antenna setups like, X-channel. In [5] , a scheme similar to [9] is used where both signal and interference are received in a single communication dimension, but unlike [9] , the signal and interference are not separated based on the received power level. [5] shows that the properties of real numbers can be exploited to align signals and achieve the full DOF of time invariant interference channels. This scheme is named real interference alignment. Real interference alignment achieves the total DOF in almost all realizations of the channel without imposing any delay to the system or requiring channel variation. Indeed, the channel can be static over time and still it is possible to achieve the total DOF of the channel. Although [5] shows that the total DOF of 4 3 for the single antenna 2 × 2 X-channel can be achieved, but MIMO X channel cannot be treated similarly.
As described above, both previous interference alignment methods can be used to reduce the effect of interference at the receiver side, but there are still several cases that none of them can achieve the total DOF of the system. In this paper, we introduce a new powerful tool, named layered interference alignment, which contains ingredients from both real and vector interference alignment techniques together with a novel number theoretic joint processing scheme at the receiver side. Alignment of interfering signals are performed in two levels. First, using vector alignment, transmit directions are chosen in such a way that the dimension occupied by the interference at all receivers is minimized. Second, similar to the real interference alignment scheme, data streams are modulated at integer values and multiplied by real numbers derived from channel coefficients. This allows further reduction in the interference subspace. Each received antenna observes a linear combination of the intended signals and aligned Interfering ones in a single stream. In order to decode the desired message, all received antennas will participate in a joint processing scheme, based on Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation.
C. Main Ideas and Basic Examples
To clarify basic ideas, we rely on a simple example and provide only rough reasoning for rationality of the schemes. Unless otherwise stated, the following assumptions are in place throughout this paper.
Remark 1: In this paper we assume that the additive gaussian noise with unit variance at all receiver antennas, and all transmitters are subject to the power constraint P .
Example 1 ( SIMO Multiple Access Channel ): A multiple access channel with three single antenna users and a 2-antenna receiver is shown in Figure 1 . The channel can be modeled as
where all channel parameters are constant real numbers. Since the capacity region of this channel is fully characterized, it can be easily shown that the total DOF of 2 is achievable. Vector interference alignment falls short of achieving this DOF as transmitters are equipped with a single antenna. The naive application of real interference alignment results in the same conclusion. To see this, let us assume that all three users communicate with the receiver using a single data stream. The data streams are modulated by the constellation U = A(−Q, Q) Z = {all integers between −Q and Q} where A is a factor controlling the minimum distance of the received constellation.
The received constellation, which is a set of points in a two-dimensional space, consists of points (v, v ) such that v = A(u 1 + au 2 + bu 3 ) and v = A(u 1 + a u 2 + b u 3 ), where u i s are members of U. Let us choose two sets of distinct points (v 1 , v 1 ) and (v 2 , v 2 ) in the received constellation. KhintchineGroshev theorem (see Section IV, Theorem 2) provides us a lower bound on any linear combination of integers. It also provides some bound on the distance of any linear combination of vectors. Using the theorem, one can obtain d min ≈ A Q 2 , where d min is the minimum distance in the received constellation.
Remark 2 (Noise Removal): A receiver can completely remove the noise if the minimum distance of the received constellation points is greater than √ N , where N is the noise variance [6] .
Using the preceding definition, the noise can be removed if d min = 1. Hence, it is sufficient to have A ≈ Q 2 . In a noise-free environment, each received antenna can decode the three messages if there is a one-to-one map from the received constellation to the transmit constellations. Mathematically, one can satisfy this condition by enforcing the following:
Remark 3 (Separability Condition): Each received antenna is able to decode all three messages if the channel coefficients associated with that antenna are rationally independent. In the above multiple access channel, for instance, the receiver can decode all messages by using the signal from the first antenna if u 1 + au 2 + bu 3 = 0 has no non-trivial solution in integers for u 1 , u 2 and u 3 .
Assuming the above condition and using individual signals from each antenna, the receiver is able to decode all messages. This is in fact the main drawback of the real interference alignment as it cannot exploit the availability of multiple antennas.
User i's rate is R i = log(2Q − 1). Due to the power constraints, we have P = A 2 Q 2 . We showed that A ≈ Q 2 . Therefore, P ≈ Q 6 . Hence, we have
Decoding all three messages, the achievable DOF for this channel would be 1 which is not desired as the total DOF is 2. In [5] , it can be seen that the real interference alignment can achieve the total DOF for multiple access channel and also 2-user X-channels both in the single antenna setup, but this scheme cannot solve the general MIMO setup. We propose a new alignment scheme called layered Interference alignment to achieve the total DOF of this channel. This technique, in general, combines the vector and the real interference alignment techniques in a subtle way to enjoy the benefit of multiple transmit antennas at both transmitter and receiver sides. The multiple access channel considered in this section has no room for vector alignment. This, in fact, helps us to understand the difference between the real and the layered interference alignment. Concretely, the layered interference alignment adds the joint processing of the received signals at the receiver side to the original real alignment by incorporating a new Khintchine-Groshev type theorem for Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation which is introduced in this paper for the first time.
Joint processing of received data streams
First we normalize our received data streams in order to have the unity coefficient for a specified favorite messages at all received antenna streams. Then we use Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation theorem (see Section IV, Theorem 4), to decode that signal. We do this job for all intended messages.
Now back to our multiple access channel example, we employ joint decoding at both received antennas. User i's rate is R i = log(2Q − 1), due to the power constraint, we have P = A 2 Q 2 , applying Theorem 4 and satisfying the noise removal assumption, we will have A ≈ Q 0.5 . Therefore, P ≈ Q 3 . So we have
Decoding three messages each of which having 2 3 gives us the total DOF of 2 which is the desired result.In the rest of this paper, we incorporate the layered interference alignment in its full potential, i.e., having the vector and the real interference alignment together with joint processing, to achieve the total DOF of k × 2,m-antenna X-channel.
Remark 4 (Complex Coefficients):
The total DOF of the X-channel with complex coefficients, cannot be derived by pairing. In fact, a simple extension of the coding proposed in this paper results in the total DOF of this channel [10] . In this case, using the layered interference alignment with some small modification will achieve the total DOF of 4km k+1 [11] for m-antenna, k ×2 X-channel.( which differs only in a factor of 2 with respect to the real case, due to use of two dimensions for complex number transmission).
Remark 5 (Achievability for Almost All Cases):
The proofs presented in this paper are based on the separability condition and Khintchine-Groshev type theorems. Therefore, all results are valid for almost all channel realizations.
III. DOF OF K × 2, m-ANTENNA X -CHANNEL
Using Khintchine-Groshev theorem is the main tool in calculating the total DOF of the single antenna X-channel [5] . This brilliant theorem can be applied to MIMO systems too. In this case, it is required to extend Khintchine-Groshev theorem to linear forms over vectors. This extension is solved under Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation. We will see that a modification to the extension gives us a powerful tool to characterize the total DOF of the MIMO X-channel.
Let us assume that the X-channel consists of K transmitters and two receivers. Each node in the channel is equipped with m antennas. The channel coefficient matrices for the i th receiver are denoted by H i and G i , see Figure 2 .
A. Encoding:
The i th transmitter sends two sets of messages,
, which are preferred to be decoded at receivers 1 and 2, respectively. Transmitter selects its modulation points from U = A(−Q, Q) Z and V = A(−Q, Q) Z for u ij 's and v ij 's, respectively. A is a constant factor which controls the minimum distance of the received constellation.
We first choose the transmit directions in such a way that the interfering signals at both receivers are aligned, i.e., they arrive at the receiver with the same coefficient. To this end, we fix two m × m matrices I 1 and I 2 , respectively, at receiver 1 and 2, and dedicate these coefficients to the interfering signals. I 1 and I 2 can be used to obtain the transmit signals from all transmitters. For instance, the i th transmitter uses the following signal for data transmission:
B. Decoding:
Using the preceding signaling scheme, the received signals are:
where z 1 and z 2 are independent Gaussian random vectors with identity covariance matrices. At the l th antenna of the first receiver, we have:
where β ij is the ith row, jth column component of matrix I 1 and Γ j = k i=1 v ij . Similarly, At the l th antenna of the second receiver, we have: (7) where
We now describe how the first receiver decodes a given desired message, say u 11 , from the received signals from all antennas. Once can normalize the received signal to set the coefficients of u 11 at all antennas equal to unity. Next, we apply the joint processing technique to decode u 11 simultaneously from all antennas. Due to Theorem 4, the minimum distance can be approximated by d min =AQ −k . Hence, setting A ≈ Q k is sufficient to d min ≈ 1 which in turn results in noise removal from the received signal. Putting together, we have P ≈ Q 2(k+1) . At the first receiver we can obtain the following Degrees of freedom per each favorite signal ( This method can be applied to all u ij at the first receiver):
In the second receiver we will apply the same method for v ij 's, and we obtain the same DOF for the second receiver as well. Finally, at each receiver we are able to decode mk different messages which results in the total DOF of 2mk k+1 for the system. This in fact meets the upper bound mentioned in [4] .
IV. DIOPHANTINE APPROXIMATION: KHINTCHINE-GROSHEV TYPE THEOREMS
In number theory, the field of Diophantine Approximation deals with the approximation of real numbers with rational numbers. The reader is referred to [7] , [12] and the references therein. Khintchine theorem is one of the cornerstones in this field. It gives a criterion for a given function ψ : N → R + and real number v such that |p + vq| < ψ(|q|) has either infinitely many solutions or at most finitely many solutions for (p, q) ∈ Z 2 . Let A(ψ) denotes the set of real numbers such that |p+vq| < ψ(|v|) has infinitely many solutions in integers. The theorem has two parts. The first part is the convergence part and states that if ψ(|q|) is convergent, i.e., then A(ψ) has measure zero with respect to Lebesque measure. This part can be rephrased in a more convenient way as follows. For almost all real numbers, |p + vq| > ψ(|q|) holds for all (p, q) ∈ Z 2 except for finitely many of them. Since the number of integers violating the inequality is finite, one can find a constant κ such that |p + vq| > κψ(|q|) holds for all integers p and q almost surely. The divergence part of the theorem states that A(ψ) has the full measure, i.e. the set R − A(ψ) has measure zero, provided ψ is decreasing and ψ(|q|) is divergent, i.e.,
There is an extension to Khintchine's theorem due to Groshev, which regards the rational approximation of linear forms with rational coefficients. Let v = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m ) and q = (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q m ) denote an m-tuple in R m and Z m , respectively. Let A m (ψ) denote the set of m-tuple real numbers q such that
has infinitely many solutions for p ∈ Z and q ∈ Z m . |q| ∞ is the supreme norm of q defined as max i |q i |. The following theorem gives the Lebesque measure of the set A m (ψ).
Theorem 2 (Khintchine-Groshev): Let ψ : N → R + . Then the set A m (ψ) has measure zero, provided
and has the full measure if
In [5] , Theorem 2 is used to achieve the total DOF of the two user X-channel. There exists a similar theorem which is called Simultaneous Diophantine Approximation and is applicable to vectors. Let us assume n independent former type inequalities to be satisfied simultaneously (for i = 1, 2, ..., n ):
We define A mn (ψ) as the set of m-tuple real numbers q, such that all n above inequalities are simultaneously being held and have infinitely many solutions for p = [p 1 , . . . , p n ] T in Z n and q ∈ Z m . Theorem 3 (Groshev et. al [13] and [14] ): Let ψ : N → R + . Then the set A mn (ψ) has measure zero provided
In [5] and [11] , it is shown that when we use integer numbers for our transmission, we always can bound the minimum distance d min by enforcing ∞ q=1 q m−1 ψ n (q) to be convergent. To this end, it is sufficient to have q m−1 ψ n (q) = q −(1+ ) . Maximizing d min will lead to d min ≈ Aq −α . Applying joint decoding scheme mentioned in this paper, all n values of p i will be the same in above theorem, re-deriving Lebesque measure of events for this set up will lead to :
Theorem 4 (Joint Processing [11] ): Let ψ : N → R + and p i = p for any i = 1, .., n. Then the set A mn (ψ) has measure zero provided
In the other word, using above set up, for joint decoding at receivers will lead to:
We omit the detailed proof due to lack of space but it can be found in [11] . Here we provide rough ideas for the proof of Theorem 4. As it can be seen in the preceding theorems, what we deal with is the Lebesque measure of sets. For simplicity, let us correspond the Lebesque measure of a set to its volume. In [14] , it is shown that the volume of sets for each q, in general setup of Theorem 3, is proportional to q m−1 ψ n (q). The reason for the term ψ n (q) popping up in the set measurement is that in an n-dimensional space the volume is proportional to the n th power of a 1-dimensional space. In general setup of Theorem 3, the sets happen at each possible points of p in Z n , which are q n sets in total. In the joint decoding setup as mentioned in Theorem 4, however, p takes q different points in Z n space. Hence, the number of events is q n−1 times less than the general setup, for any q. Applying the Khintchine-Groshev theorem , we can conclude that for each value of q, the volume of all set for the case of joint processing is proportional to ∞ q=1 q m−n ψ n (q). For the complete proof, one needs to use Borel-Canteli lemma [15] together with the union bound to find the measure of sets and then apply the standard proof of Khintchine-Groshev convergence type theorems, see [11] .
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, we introduced a new interference management tool, named as layered interference alignment. We incorporated both the vector and the real interference alignment techniques for signal transmission and exploited a number theoretic joint processing technique for decoding. Eventually, the total DOF of 2km k+1 for a k × 2, m-antenna X-channel is charactrized.
